
C H A P T E R I 

INTRODUCTION 

The prediction of the behaviour of liquid a~d liquid 

mixtures in the form of reliable quantitative data on their 

physico-chemical properties is needed for design purposes in 

process chemical industries. The correlations involving 

empiricism are not so accurate while those depending on pure 

theory are seldom adequately developed. Moreover most of these 

correlations involve empirical constants based on experimental 

data. The vastness of the work involving predictions and 

correlations of the mixture properties has limited our effort 

to a few important areas of density and viscosity of liquids 

and liquid mixtures involving weakly polar, strongly polar and 

associating components only. The mixture density and viscosity 

data also need correlation with temperature and concentration. 

1.1 VISCOSITY OF LIQUIDS AND LIQUID MIXTURES' 

Since the molecular motion in liquids is controlled by 

the influence of the neighbouring molecules, the.transport of 

momentum in liquids takes place,. in sharp contrast with gases 

at ordinary pressures, not by the actual movement of molecules 

but by the intense influence of intermolecular force fie~ds. 

It is.this aspect of the mechanism of momentum transfer which 

forms the basis of tqe procedures for predicting the. 
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variations in the viscosity of liquids and liquid mixtures. 

1.1.1 EARLY THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS ON 

LIQUID VISCOSITY 

The theoretical development of liquid viscosity in 

1 2 3 
early stages has been reviewed by Andrade ' and Frenkel 

By considering the forces of collision to be th~ only important 

factor and assumin::;J that at the melting point, the freq\lency of 

vibration is equal to that in the solid st~te ·and that one-third 

of the molecules ar~ vibrating along each of the three 

2 directions normal to one another, Andrade developed equation~ 

which checked well against the data on monoatomic metals at the 

melting point. Frenkel 3 considered the molecul~s of a liqu~d 

to be spheres moving with an average velocity with respect to 

the surrounding medium and .using Stoke's law and Einstein's 

relation for self-diffusion coefficient. arrived at a complicated 

expression for liquid viscosity with only limited applicability •. 

4 Furth assumed the momentum trans.fer to take pl.ace by 

the ~rregular Brownian movement of the holes 5 which were linked 

to clusters in a gas and thus! in analogy with the gas theory of 

viscosity and with assumption of the equipartition law of energy, 

showed that for liquids,. 

RT 
0.915-

v 

m 
( 1 .1) 

where 11, ' v and m are viscosity, volume and mass respectively, 
\ 

T is the temperature, R is the universal gas const~nt, S is the 
I 
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surface tension and A is the work function at the melting point. 

He compared his theory with experiments_ as well as with the 

3 6 
theorie~ of Andrade and Ewell and Eyring • Auluck, De and 

Kothari 7 further refined the theory and'successfully explained 

the variations of viscosity with pressure. 

A critical review of these 'simple theories· and their 

abilities to explain momentum transp~rt in liquids is given by 

Eisenschitz8 • 

1.1.2 THE CELL LATTICE THEORY AND LIQUID VISCOSITY 

A model reterred to in the literature by various names 

such as cell, lattice, cage, free volume or one particle_ model 

was introduced by Lennard-Jones and Devonshire 9 ' 10 and further 

11 .expanded by Pople • Eisenschitz employing this model developed 

a theory of viscosity by considering the motion of the 

representative molecules to be Brownian and their distribution 

according to the Smoluchowski equation. Even with certain 

assumptions, the final expression showed shortcomings most of 

12 which were later overcome in a subsequent publication • 

- 1.1.3 STATISTICAL MECHANICAL APPROACH TO LIQUID VISCOSITY 

The distribution functions for the liquid molecules 

were obtained on the basis. of statistical mechanical theory 

mainly by the efforts of Kirkwood 13 • 14 , Mayer and Montroll 15 ' 

Mayer 16 , Born and Green 17 and the considerations on the basis 

of the genera~ Kinetic theory led Born and Green 17 • 18 to 
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develop a viscosity equation which provided explanation for 

1 2 4 several empirical equations ' ' proposed for liquid 

viscosity. 

In this connection the theoretical contributions of 

. . . 14 19-25 . 26 
K~rkwood and Coworkers ' ·, zwanzig et al , Rice and 

k 2 7-3 0 i . . d v 11 31 d . Cowor ers , Longuet-H gg~ns an a eau an Dav~s· 

d k 32,33 . h . i an Cowor ers ·are wort ment~on ng. 

1.1.4 PRINCIPLE OF CORRESPONDING STATES AND 

LIQUID VISCOSITY 

4 

The principle of t-he corresponding states has been 

applied to liquids in the same way as to gases 34 , the· basic 

assumption being that the intermolecular potential between 

two molecules is a universal function of the reduced 

intermolecular separation. This assumption is a good 

approximation for spherically symmetric monoatomic nonpolar 

molecules~ For complicated molecules, the principle becomes 

increasingly crude. In general, more parameters are introduced 

in the corresponding state correlations on somewhat empirical 

grounds in the hope that such modification in some way 

compensates for shortcomings of the above stated assumption. 

In this connection, the studies by Rogers and Brickwedde .35 

36-38 39 Boon and Thomaes Boon, Legros and Thomaes and 

Holleman and Hijmans 40 are worth mentioning. 
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1.1.5 THE REACTION RATE THEORY FOR VISCOUS FLOW 

Cons~dering viscous flow as a chemical reaction .in 

which a molecule moving in a plane occasio~ally acquires the 

activation energy necessary to slip over the potential barrier 

to the next equilibrium position in the same plane, Eyring .41 

showed that the viscosity of the liquid is given by 

"1 
exp ( 1. 2) 

K ~2 
"'2 'A 3 Fa* 

where /\ is the average distance between the equilibrium 

positions in the direction of motion, ~ 1 is the perpendicular 

distance between two neighbouring layers· of molecules in 

' relative motion, is the distance between neighbouring 

molecules in the same direction and A 3 is the distance from 

molecule to molecule in the plane normal to the direction of 

motion. The transmission coefficient ~ is the measure of the 

chance that a 'molecule having once crossed the potential barrier 

will react and not recross in the reverse direction, 

partition function of the normal molecules, * Fa that of the 

·activated molecule with a degree of freedom corresponding to 

flow, D Eact is tne energy of activation for the flow process, 

h is Planck's constant and k is the Bolt~mann constant. 
6 -

Ewell and Eyring argued that for a molecule to flow 

into a hole, it is not necessary that the latter be of the same 

size as the molecul~. Consequently they assume that ~Eact is a 
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function of ClE vap 

6 

for viscous flow because 

the energy required to make a hole in the liquid of the size 

of a molecule. Utilizing this idea and certain other 

relations 6 ' 42 , one finally'gets 

\ 
bRTV

11
3 Nh (2TfmKT)2 D. Evap. 

~ = • exp 
1/3 

v h N A~vap nRT 

where n and b are constants. It was found that the 

(1. 3) 

theory 

could reproduce the trend in temperature dependence of 11 but the 

computed values are greater than the ob~erved values by a factor 

of 2 or 3 for most liquids. Kincaid, Eyring and Stearn 43 

_have summarised all the working relations and the underlying 

theory needed to calculate _the viscosity of any normal liquid 

as a function of temperature and pressure. 

1.1.6 THE SIGNIFICANT STRUCTURE THEORY AND 

)l LIQUID V.ISCOSITY 
I 

44-47 Eyring and coworkers improved the "holes in solid" 

model theory 43 ' 48 to picture the liquid state by identifying 

three significant structures (i) solid like degreesof freedom 

because of the confinement of a molecule to an equilibrium 

position as a result of its'binding by its neighbour 

(ii) positionil degeneracy in the solid like structure du~ to 

the availability of vacant sites to a molecule in addition to 

its equilibrium position .and (iii) gas like degrees of freedom 

for a molecule which escapes from the solid !attic~. In brief, 
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a molecule has solid like properties for the short time 

it vibrates about an equilibrium position and.then it assumes 

instantly the gas-like behaviour on jumping into the 

neighbouring vacancy. 

The above idea of significant structures leads to the 

f 11 · 1 t' f th · '·t of a l1'qu1'd 49 • 50 o ow1ng re a 1on or e v1scos1 y 

= l1 s + 'rlg ( 1 .4) 

v v 

where Vs is the molar volume ·of the solid at the melting point 

and V is the molar volume of the liquid at the temperc:fture of 

interest while 'q s and ~g are the vi~cosity contributions 

from the solid-like and gas-like degrees of freedom respectively. 

The expre·ssions for 1) s and 11. g are given by carlson, Eyring 

and Ree 50 • Eyring ~nd Ree 51 have discussed in detail the 

evaluation of 
. 41 

from the reaction rate theory of Eyring 

assuming that ~ solid molecule can jump into all neighbouring 

empty sites. The expression for ~s. takes the following 

form 52 

Nh v 6 1 1 a•E V s s 

'ls = ZJC • 7 • 2 1h-. -;::;-~ (1-ee/T) exp (V-Vs) RT 
s s 

( 1. 5) 

where N is-Avogadro's number, Z is the number of nearest 

neighbours, 9 the Einstein characteristic temperature, E
5 

is 

the energy of sublimation, and a• is the proportionality 

constant. On the other hand, the term ~g is obtained from· 
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the Kinetic theory of gases 52 by the relation, 

I 
2 

( m kT )2_ 
11g = ( 1. 6) 

3d2 Tf3 

where d is the molecular diameter, m is the molecular mass. 

i . 1. 7 CORRELATIVE PROCEDURES FOR PURE LIQUIDS 

The development of a number of correlatin9 expressions 

-to predict liquid viscosities and their variations with 

temperature and pressure, has been reviewed by Gambill 53 • 54 • 

55-59 Thodos and coworkers , in a series.of articles, examin~d 

the viscosi~y data of a number of substances in the gaseous and 

liquid states and presented smooth plots of excess viscosity 

~ 'l - 1l_ 0 ) as a function of reduced density e I ec . Here ~ 0 

is the.viscosity of the f~uid at,one atmosphere pressure and at 

the temperature of interest while ec is the density at the 

critical temperature. Similar efforts with. certain modifications 

~nd involvirig critical temperature, pressure and density were 

. 60 61 made by Joss1, Steil and Thodos , Lennart and Thodos , 

62 63 64 Dolan et al. , Lee and Ellington and SWift et al. • 

Othmer and Conwell 65 found that a log-log plot of 

viscosi~y against the vapour pressure of a reference substance 

at the same temperature is linear and extended this approach to 

66 67 . . 
solutions also • Thomas showed that the·viscosity of a 

large number of liquids, can be adequately correlated by 

( 0.1167 e 0 •
5 

> 1oi ( 1. 7) 
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where 
T 

Here fl is in centipoises, e in gm/cc, TR = Tc and a is 

a constant which depends upon the structure of the liquid and 

67 is tabulated by Thomas • _The range of applicability of 

this ~quation is limited to TR ~ 0.7, 

Gambill 53 suggested that 

:::: 

1 7 • 0 5 (), 1 • 3 3 3 Tb . 
~ 1 OJ.., ( 1 .8) 

where J...., == ( M · ~ Hyb / 1 7 • 8 ST ) - 1 • 8 0 

Here "L is in centipoises, e is in gm/cc, Tb is the normal 

boiling point in Kelvin, M is the molecular weight, ~Hvb is 

the lalent heat of vaporisat~on at boiling point and Tb is 

in Btu/lb. The average deviatibns were found to be 33% with 

maximum of 94% for 12 organic liquids in the temperature 

range 0 - 40°c. Gambill proposed other correlations 53 • 54 also, 

representing the liquid viscosity as a function of temperature 

and pressure. 

Dunstan and Thole 68 tried to connect the viscosity ~t 

.a temper?ture t to that at a lower ·temperature t 0 ~nd 

the empirical constant~, giving 

"lt :::: Olt0 I ( 1 + ~ t 
)n 

the other forms presented were 

A 

'lt 
:::: 

1 + Lt + ~ 
t2 

( 1 • 9) 

(1.10) 
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A ( T - t ) c 
(1.11) 

where · t 1 is a temperatur.e below the melting point, . Tc is the 

critical temperature and l_ , ~ are constants. 

Another interesting correlation is due to Das, Ibrahim 

69 and Kuloor w~o suggested that the Kinematic viscosity of 

organic liquids at 20°C, and the-atmospheric pressure, can be 

well ·correlated by molecular-weight and the two empirical 

constants A and B by the following form 

'l 201 e ) = 

where is the density and M is the molecular weight. 

1.1.8 CORRE~TIVE PROCEDURES FOR THE VISCOSITY 

OF LIQUID MIXTURES , 

Gambill 70 and Dunstan and Thole 68 have listed various 

equations which have been used to calculate mixture viscosity at 

a fixed temperature and pressure from the· viscosity data of pure 

components. Some. o£ these for binary mixtures of components 

.1 an<:). 2 are 

1 

+ (1.13) 

11_m '1._1 

where X is the molefraction and the subscripts 1,2 and m 

indicate components 1 and 2 and the mixture respectively. 

'Lm (1.14) 
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and log ·lt m ;: x 1 log -~ 1 :Tj x2 log "l_ 2 
(1.15) 

When atleast one value .of 11.11} is known,. the following equations· 

were tried 

log 7{m -= 
... 2 - . 01 1 "'12 - -

x1 log ( 2 . ) + 

1{_12 

1l_12_ 
2X1 ln( -) 

. . 11.2 +.ln 1[ 
2 

wh_ere d· . and 't 12 are ·adjustable parameters. Ka tti and 

71 Chaudhuri. suggested, 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

Here W~ is referred to as the interaction energy for the 

activation of f.low ~nd can be determined from the known value 

of ~ m for equif!lolar mfxture at one temperature. The validity 

of such procedure has been tested for a number of cases 72 - 74 ; 

Heric .75 proposed the following generalisation for the 

kinematic viscosity of n-component mixtures~ 

n 

L xi_log1) 1+ 
i=l 

n 

~ - Xi log . Mi- log 
i=1 

n 

~ XiMi~ li.· 
i=1 • • .n. 

(1.19) 

where ).) m .·is the kinematic viscosity of mixjure and t) i is th~ 

kinematic viscosity of ith component and 

<0 i .... n 

1 

= -

2 

n z 
i=l 

n 

~ xixj ~ij 
j=l 

_(1.20) 
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Here rAij is an interaction parameter with J.ji 

and ~ ii ::. ~jj :: 0 •. In effect ~ i ... n is a· deviation 

function representin~ departur~ from a non-interacting system. 

Heric suggested other modifications also for ~ i •.• n • 

J (1.21) 

and 

3 l 
fS_ x1xj [ d.-1 j+ Lij <xcxj l j + x1x2x3 ~ 

Here 

Swift 

i(j 

J J.. ij ·and ~ ij 
76 and Kurata , 

(1.22) 

and ~ are adjustable parameters. Huang, 

correlated their data on binary systems at 

high pressures by plotting residual viscosity ~ m - ~~ versus 

molar density. Here 
0 'l m is the viscosity of the mixture at 

one atmosphere pressure and is obtained by ...._ 

0 

'lm (1.23) 

Saxena 77 suggested the following expression of the Sutherland 

-- Wasseljewa ~orm for the correlation of binary viscosity data, 

111 
(1.24) 
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{1.25) 

Assuming a proportionality between the relaxation time of 

each collision and the probability of its occurrence, Tamura and 

Kurata 78 showed 

I 

1l_ m = x1 ~ "'11 + x2t2 7'!2 + 2 < x1x2~1 ~.2 >.._11_12' {1.26) 

where t is the volume fraction and 11 12 is an adjustable 

parameter. 

McAllister 79 assumed that {i) the interactions in liquid 

·mixtures are mostiy three-body type, (ii) the probability for 

their occurrence is concentration dependent only and {iii) the 

free energy of activation terms are additive. With these 

assumptions, the McAllister equation involving 3-body interactions 

for multicomponent mixtures takes the following form, 

lnJ) = m 

n n n 
+ 6 Z: 2:: ~ xixjxk ln ))ijk Mijk 

i=l .j=l k=l 

i;:f:. j ::f=. k 

{1.27) 
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··~ ·(: .. 
n 

'2 
i=1 

2M. + 
~ Mj 

) 
3 

Mi + Mj +~ 
) 

3 

For ternary liquid mixtures~ it reduces to the form, 

2M + M. ' 2M M 3 1 2 . ' 2 +. 1 
----)+ 3X2 x1 ln '))21 ( ) 

3 3 

) J 
3 

For binary liquid mixtures, the equation reduces to, 
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(1.29) 

The viscosities of the liquid mixturesare also correlated 

by ttsing the McAllister equation ba'sed on four-body interactions80 

when hydrogen _bondings are included in the systems and the 

behaviour of the systems becomes complex. McAllister equation for 

n-component mixture considering four-body interactions is 

given below, 

n 
· ln'J)m =. :E_ xi 

4
ln()J iMi)+ 4 

i=1 

n 

z= 
i=1 

n n 2 
[ l) iijj 

Mi + Mj 
+ 6 L "L xi xJln ( ) 

2 i j 

n n n 2 [ 2Mi + Mj + ~, J + 12 L2:L. x 1 xj~ ln ')) iijk ( 

i j k 
4 

i:Fj, j:f::k, j(K 

(1.30) 

103992 
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For ternary liquid mixtures, the equa,tion reduces to 

4 . . 3 c· 3Ml + M2 J 
ln1)m .""' xl ln .YlMl + 4X1 X21n 1) 1112 ( 4 ) 

+ x/ln ")12M2 + 4x/x3ln'[ ·"'I) 2223 ( 3M\+ ~) J 
4 3 [ 

3M3 + Ml 
+ x3 ln "))3M3 + 4X3 xlln . 'j) 3331 ( ' ) 

4 

3 [ -v 2221 

.3M2 + Ml 

J + 4X2 x11n ( ) 
4 

4X33X2ln [ -v3332 

3M3 +.M2 >] \ 

+ ( 
4 

+ 3 [ 4~ x 31n 
1)1113 

( . 3M\+ M3] 

16 

(1.31) 
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and for binary liquid mixtures, tli.e equation reduc-es to, 

ln'))m 
- 4 4 .. 

+·x 4 ln '})
3 = x1 l.n "")) 1 M1 + x2 ln "'))2 M2 M3 3 

3· [ 
3M1 + M2 

+ 4Xl x 21n 1) 1112 ( ) 
4 J 

3 -
[ l) 2223 

_3M2 + M3 >] + 4X2 x31n ( 
4 

3 
[ l) 3331 ( 

3M3 + 
Ml) J (1.32) + 4X3 X1 ln 

3 

where -v·i and Mi are the kinematic viscosity and the molecular 

mass of pure component i respectiv~ly and 1) iiiJ' .1) iijj and 

1) iijk are the ternary adjustable· parameters based on the 

four-body interaction approach· to be evaluated from experimental 

data by least squar·e method. 

The McAllister equation of visco~ity has been.modified by 

Dize~hi 81 • The equation for an n-component mixtu~e may be 

expressed in the following form 

ln 1) .m = 

3 

t + c av 

1 

n 

:k~:t (1.33) 
i=1 j=l k=1 
i;=j j:t-k 
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Where 

Mij 

Mijk· 

ci 

c· 
av 

c. 'k _l J 

c,z 

t 

= 

= 

::: 

-

::: 

= 

= 

18 

2M1 + Mj )/3 

Mi + Mj + Mk )/3 

239 + Ztbi 

n 

~ xici 
i=l 

2ci + cj )/3 

< ci + cj + ck )/3 

Constants, 

t t oc, . empera ure 

boil'in~ temperature at atmospheric pressure 

Rest of .the terms are as- defined earlier. 'Also ij refers to 

the interaction of type i-i-j etc., 123 refers to the 

interaction between'three molecules, one of component 1, 

one of component 2 and one of component 3. The constants ~ij' 

l) .j i and 1) ijk are determined from experimental viscosities . 
- ' ' 

of mixtures with the help of least squares technique. Their 

values chang·e with temperature, but not with concentration. 
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Equation (1.33) takes the following form for ternary liquid 

mixtures, 

1 

lnJJm = --------~--------
t+(x1c1+x2~2+x3c~) 

3 

+ 
. 2 . 

(t+Cl2)Xl X2ln~12Ml2. 

2 
+ (t+C2_3)X2 X3ln '))23M23 

2 
+ (t+C31 }X3 Xlln ~31M31 

+ (t+C21)X22Xlln V21M21 

'+ ~t+C34 }X32X2ln '"})32M32 

2 . 
+ (t+Cl3}Xl X3ln ~13Ml3 

Equation (1.33) for the binary liquid mixtures reduces to, 

ln1J = 
m 

+ 

(1.34) 

(1.35) 

1-
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H i d B 82 made i i f th er c an rewer prov s on. or e excess 

vis~cosity ii:l the ideal f'orm of -kinematic viscosity equations 

and used the following expressions, 

and 

. . 

1)m = xl'l)l +'X2·"))·2 + X1~2 [A+B(Xl-X2) + C(Xl-X2)2 

I 

ln ")) 
m 

3 . 
) ·~ ....... J 

where A,B,C and D are_qonstants. 

(1.36) 

(1.37) 

As.an extension to.Katti ~nd Chaudhuri 1 s work 83 , Heric 

and Brewer in another effort, showed 

3 ·3 
.. log1)m :::.~Xi log-).)1+ ~ x

11
log Mi - log 

i=l i=l·· 

(1.38) 

or alternatively 
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log l). + 
~ 

3 
log Mi - log ~ ~iMi 

i=l 

21 

(1.39) 

where A', B', C' are constants .• 

In non-ideal liquid mixtures the differences in structure 

and force fields of individual components are so numerous that 

the number of possibilities of molecular interactions cannot be 

accounted for by considering molecular pairs alone. The 

equations obtained as a result of the efforts of McAllister 79 

Kalidas and Laddha 84 , Katti and Chaudhuri 71 , Heric 75 and 

Heric and Brewer 82 have been tested for completely miscible 

liquid mixtures and they accounted for the non-ideality to 

different extents depending on the number of adjustable 

_ parameters involved. The case of partially miscible liquid 

mixtures showing association due to hydrogen bonding have also 

85 been investigated. Singh and Haque attempted a convenient 

correla~ion of the mixture kinematic viscosity of a typical 

partially miscible ternary system and in order to reduce the 

deviations· and· improve ·the predictability of McAllister 

equation~ introduced certain modifications in the case of 

water-alcohol mixtures giving 
.. 
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n 
log~ m = Z:, x 1 

3 
logl} i + 

n 
~ xi

3 
log M1 - log 

i=l i=l 

+3± ±. x 1
2
xjlog[(2Mi+.Mj)/3] 

_1=1 j =1 

i*j 

+ 

n n 
+ 3 L L· xixj 

. i=l j==l 

i :t::j 

n n n 

2: L L xixjxk 
i=l j=l K=l 

i * j t- K:/:i 

log -x 'k 
~J 

(1.40) 

Here if subscripts CH2 and OH are replaced by g then the 

<troup fraction . ·X is given by, g 

. (1.41) 

where '"t)j is the total number of all types of groups and 10. 
. . ~g 

is the number of groups of type g in componentJ, Also KCH and 
2 

KOH are constants. Rest of the·terms are as in McAllister 

' . 
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equation. 

The proposed modified correlation predic~s the mixture 

kinematic viscosity of water-alcohol mixtures quite well even 

though the mixture components have disproportionately unequal 

molecular size with involved hydrogen bonding. 

On the basis of the statistical mechanical theory of 

transport of liquid mixtures Cullinan 
86 

showed 

'1m= (1.42) 

where v1 and v 2 are partial molar volumes of components 

1 and 2 in a binary mixture. 

The equations of Vand 87 Thomas 88 and Moulik propos~d 

mainly to account for the viscosity of the concentrated solutions 

of bigger spherical particles have been also found to correlate 

the mixture viscosities of the usual nonelectrolyles 89 • 90 • 91 

These equations are : 

vand equation . . a 2.5 vhc 

ln "fj r ;;:;: ;;:;: 

1 - Q 1 -ovhc 
(1.43) 

Thomas equation : 

11r = 1 + 2.5 vhc + 10.05 v 2c h (1. 44) 

Moulik eg:uation . . 
'12 = I + MC

2 
(1.45) 

.where 11_r is the r~lative viscosity, a is a constant depending 

on axial ratios of the particles, Q is the interaction constant, 
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Vh is the molar volume of the solute including rigidly held 

solvent molecules due to hydration, C is the molar concentration 

of the solute while I and M are other constants. 

The viscosity equation proposed by Eyring and coworkers 

for _pure liquids on the basis of .significant liquid structures 

theory, can be extended to predict the viscosity of liquid 

52 mixtures also. The final expression takes the fo~lowing form 

for the liquid mixtures, 

+ 

6Nh 

vm- v sm 

[ i 1,_-exp(~J)-xilexp\ 8 m Esm vsm J 
i ~ T J [ RT (V -V } m sm 

(1.46} 

where n is equal to 2 for b~nary and ~ for ternary liquid 

mixtures. The mixture parameters, r , E , V , V and a 
m sm m sm m 

were calculated from the corresponding pure component parameters 

by using following mixing rules 52 

n 2 r = ~ X. r. + L. 2XiX .r .. m i l. l. 
i=/=j J l.J 

(1.47) 

n 
2 

E :::: ~ xi Esi + 2: 2X.XjE i' sm i i:f= j l. . s J (1.48) 

n n n 
v ::: l: xi vi, v = z X. V i' a :::: ~x.a. m i sm i l. s m i l. l 

(1.49) 

J._ I 

"'() i j = (f.~. )'2. and E ::: E siEsj 
)2. 

l J sij (1.50) 
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l 
h b 2. 

( ) e = 
K2IT m 

(1.51) 

b [ 
N<f 4 , NJ 2 J 

2Z€ 22.106(vs ) .;..10.559(~) (1.5~) 

~ and E are Lennard-Jones potential parameters, a and n are 

constants. Eqn.(1.46) was tested for various binary and ternary 

liquid mixtures by Singh and Sinha and showed acceptable 

d . t b'lit. . 1 92 - 98 pre 1c a 1 y 1n severa cases • 

For interpolation and limited extrapolation purposes, 

the binary mixture viscositi~s can be correlated to a high 

'. 99-105 degree of ac·curacy by the followi~g equat1ons 

2 
2 

l'lm = k x;fli + xlx2 [A12+ 8 12 (X1-X2)+C12 (Xl-X2) J 
i 

+ x2x3 [A23+ 8 23 (X2-X3) +C23 (X2-X3) 
2 J 

+ x3xl [A31 + 8 31 (X3 -X1) +C31 (X3 -Xl) 
2 J (1.53) 

3 
[~12+ 812 (X1-X2)+C12 (X1-X2) 

2 J flm = L: .x.~i + x1x2 
i 1 

+ x2x3 [A23+ 8 23 (X2-X3) +C23 (X2-X3) 
2 J 

+ x3x1 [A31+ 8 31 (X3-Xl)+C31 (X3-X1)
2 J 

* + Al23 xlx2x3 (1. 54) 
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.where A.12' 812' C12' ·A.23' 8 23' C23' 1\31' 831' C31 

At 23 , A123 , a123 and c123 are con~tants. 

1.2 DENSITY OF LIQUIDS AND LIQUID MIXTURES 

26 

(1.55) 

An important input parameter to most process design 

calculations is the liquid density and accordingly the prediction 

of orthobaric liquid densities is the subject of various studies 

cited in literature. 

1.2.1 DENSITY CORRELATIONS FOR PURE LIQUIDS 

S d D 1 06 d t . 1 i f pencer an anner rna e an ex enslve eva uat on o 

the available methods for predicting saturated liquid density of 

pure compounds as a function of temperature. They concluded that 

the simplest and the most accurate means of prediction was a 

slightly modified version of the Rackett equation 107 • The 

d . ~ti 108,109 h b 1 t db s d Gunn-Yama.a equQ on as een reva ua e y penc~r an 

110 
Adler which was thought to be superior to any of the other 

corresponding states approaches and is given by 
. . . 
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1 (o) 
{1-. (J)V_r (1)} [ .v0.6 · ·] 

T. = v :: v (1.56) 
s r b.3862 - 0. 0866t.) 

" 

where. v r 
( i') 

' s are generalized functions of reduce,d 

temperature TR' ~ is an acentric factor and v 0 • 6 is 

saturated liquid volume at a reduced temperature of 0.6 cm3/g 

Gunn and Yamada 109 also proposed the following equation 

e s 

= vscr ( 0.29056 
(1.57) 

1 

where Vscr:,the scaling volume, is a specified constant for each 

compound. The scaling volume was established from ·the following 

equation 

I 

vscr = V
I exp [ -( 1 

2/7 
T R • ) 1 n ( 0 • 2 9 0 56 - 0 • 08 7 7 5 (J.) ) J 

(1. 58) 

where v• and TR'' the liquid density reference conditions, 

were set equal to v0 • 6 and 0.6 respectively. phiu et al 111 

proposed the equation 

1 

es 

where 

Joffe 

~s :: 

er = 

. I. 
vo.6 :: v = [1 + ck ( 1-TR) + ~ (1-TR)3 J s 

(0.3862-0.0866Ca)) 

<L and ~ are functions of U) 

and Zudkevitch 
112 

proposed the equation 

~ r, s [ e Ref. I e r .Ref. ] (Watson .relation) 

1 + 0 • 8 5 { 1 -T R ) + { 1 • 6 9 16 i- 0 • 9 8 4 6 tp ) (1_ T R) 3 

· o/ = ~Ref~+ S (TR - TR' Ref.) 

(1. 59) 

(1.60) 

(1.61) 

(1.62) 

i 
I 

" 
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where l\1 Ref and s are specified ·constants for each .compound. 

For non-polar compound.~ S • ·o and tn · is determined from ...,.. Ref 

a,single reliable density ref~rence point. Modified Rackett 

. 107 
equation is 

1 !2. 

• [ RT c/P c J ZRA [ 1 + ( .1 - T r )1.. J (1.63) 

where ZRA is a specified c~nstant for each compound. 

.The modified.Rackett·equation · i.s shown to be slightly 

more accurate than·the other four correlations. All'the 

correlations are excellent for hydrocarbons and for non

hydrocarbon compounds, the error is less than 1% over the entire 

saturation range. The Joffe-Zudkevitch equation is found to be 

superior for.all low molecular weight associated liquids. 

1.2.2 DENSITY CORRELATIONS FOR LIQUID MIXTURES 

The densities. of the liquid mixtures can be obtained by 

using the densities of the pure components and employing suitable 

mixture rules in the following forms•, 

{J :: 
\. m . 

(1.64) 

(1.65) 

The.pure component dens~ties may be either determined experimentally 

or can be estimat~d ,by suitable equations suggested in section 

1.2.1. 
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~nother appropriate approach for the predLction of 

dOn. the multl'flul'd model 
113

'
114 

mixture densities is base 

which leads to the following equation, 

29 

(:ix.c.).j f .x.) _(a) 

( 
z c 

epvc 

where 

) 1, 2 ••• n 

[ 

·Z and c 

= [ 

z en 

z J [ en 

~pn vcn. 
_; 

. l l . l. n} l l. 

( n-1 / 
n-1 

) ~X,(.), ~X. _(.) 
i l l i l n 

)1, 2... (n-1) ] 

••• (1.66) 

V are the critical compressibility and c 
-· critical molar volume respectively, is the predicted 

density and· U) ·is the acentric factor. For interpolation and 

limited extrapolation purposes the binary mixture densities can 

also be correlated to a high degree of accuracy using equations 

obtained by replacing by in eqns. (1.53), {1.54) and 

(1.55). 
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1 .3 CONCL USJ: ON 

correl~tions developed for viscosity and density of 

liquid mixtures, as surv~yed in the earlier sections, mostly 

involve normal or simple liquids. The predictions are not so 

accurate if a component or components are polar, associated 

or complicated organic or inorganic liquids, fused salts, 

glasses and polymers etc. Since the correlative predictions 

of mixture viscous flow characteristics and densities in 

non-ideal systems involving such liquids at varying temperatures 

is needed for the design and development of chemical process 

industries, further investigation in this area is of 

considerable importance~ 

With this end in view, the present work undertakes 

the measurement of visco~ity and d~nsity of selected ternary 

and their constitueRt binary liquid mixtures ~nvolving polar 

as well as associated components, describes the variations of 

thE'se as well as derived thermodynamic properties with relevant 

mixtu.re variables at four different temperatures. 

'l'he analysi::: of the experimental viscosity data 

has oeen carried out with special reference to significant 

liquid structure model and the McAllister type three-body 

interactions whereas the analysis of the exp:rimental de~sity 

data has been based on the multifluid model. For better accuracy 

of interpolations and limited extrapolations, suitable 

·polynomials have also been·employed as predictive correlations. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A 

A12'A23'A31 

Ai23 

}\123 

A' 

a 

a• 

8 

B' 

b 

c 

cl2'c23'c31 

c123 

c• 

M 

M 

rn 

m 

N 

n 

work function at the melting point, eqn.(l.l) 

binary constants, eqn.(1.53) 

ternary constant, eqn.(1.54) 

ternary constant, eqn.(1.55) 

constant, eqn.(l.39) 

constant depending on axial ratios of the 

particles, eqn.(1.43) 

proportionality constant, eqn.(l.S) 

constant, eqn.(l.7) 

binary constants, eqn.(1.53) 

ternary constant, eqn.(1.55) 

constant, eqn.(l.39) 

constant, eqn.(l.3) 

molar concentration of the solute, eqn.(1.43) 

binary constants, eqn.(1.53) 

t~rnary constant, eqn.(1.55) 

constant, eqn.(l.39) 

molecular weight, eqn.(1.8) 

constant, eqn.(1.45) 

molecular mass, eqn.(l.l) 

mixture 

Avogadro's number 

constant, eqn.(1.3) 

total number of all types of groups 

number of groups of type g in component j 
I 

31 
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Q 

R 

r 

s 

T 

d' 

E s 

F* a 

h 

I 

i 

32 

\ 

interaction constant, eqn.(1.43) 

universal gas constant 

adjustable parameter, eqn.(l.46) 

specified constant for each compound, eqn.{l.62) 

temperature in Kelvin 

normal boiling point in Kelvin 

critical temperature 

reduced temperature 

temperature degree centigrade 

boiling temperature at atmospheric pressure 

molecular diameter, eqn.(l.6) 

adjustable parameter, eqn.(l.16) 

energy of activation for the flow process, eqn.(1.2) 

energy required to make a hole in the liquid of the 

size of a molecule, eqn.(1.3) 

energy of sublimation, eqn.{l.5) 

partition function of the activated molecule with a 

degree of freedom corresponding to flow, eqn.(1.2) 

partition function of the normal molecules, eqn.(1.2) 

latent heat of vaporisation at boiling point, 

eqn. ( 1. 8) 

Planck's constant, eqn.(l.2) 

constant, eqn.(1.45) 

ith component 

constant, eqn.(1.40) 

constant, eqn~(1.4b) 

Boltzmann cons~ant, eqn.(1.2) 
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v 

v c 

vs 

v 

vh 

v< i) 
r 

vo.6 

vscr 

w 

X 

x g 

z 

z c 

ZRA 

molar volume of the liquid at the temperature 

of interest, eqn.(l.l) 

critical molar volume, eqn.(l.66} 

molar volume of the solid at the melting point, 

eqn. ( 1. 4} 

partial molar,volume, eqn.(l.42) 

33 

molar volume of the solute including ~igidly held 

solvent mole<?ules due to hydration, eqn.(1.43) 

generalized function .of reduced temperature, eqn.(1.56) 

saturated liquid volume at a reduced temperature 

of 0.6 cm3/g, eqn.(l.56) 

scaling volume, a specified constant for each 

compound, eqn.(1.57) 

interaction energy for the activation of flow, 

eqn.(1.18) 

mole fraction 

group fraction, .eqn.(1.41} 

number of nearest ne.ighbours, eqn.(1.5) 

critical compressibility, eqn.(l.66) 

specified constant for each compound, eqn.(1.63) 

Greek letters 

constant, eqn.(l.lO) 

function of , eqn. ( 1. 59) 

interaction parameter, eqn.(l.20) 

interaction parameter, eqn.(l.20) 

constant, eqn.(1.9) 

function pf , eqn.(l.59) 
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deviation function representing departure from a 

non-interacting system, eqn.(l.19) 

coefficient of viscosity (cP), eqn.(1.1) 

mixture viscosity, eqn.(l.46) 

viscosity contributions from the solid-like degrees 

of freedom, eqn.(1.4) 

viscosity contributions from the gas-like degrees 

of freedom, eqn.(1.4) 

viscosity of the fluid at one atmosphere pressure 

and at the temperature of interest 

viscosity of the·mixture at one atmosphere 

pr:essure, eqn.(1.23), 

relative viscosity, eqn.(1.43) 

adjustable parameter 

Einstein characteristic temperature, eqn.(l.S) 

aVerage distance between the equilibrium positions 

in the direction of motion, eqn.(1.2) 

perpendicular distance between two neighbouring 

layers of molecules in relative mo~ion, eqn.(1.2) 

distance between neighbouring molecules in the 

same direction, eqn.(1.2) 

distance from molecule to molecule in the plane 

norma1 to the. direction of motion, eqn.(1.2) 

transmission coefficient, eqn.(1.2) 

kinematic viscosity in centistokes, 

equa 1 to rrJ I ~ , eqn. ( 1 • 19) 
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binary interaction parameter ba·sed on three-body . 

interaction approach, eqn.{1.21) 

ternary interaction parameter based on three-body 

interaction approach, eqn.(l.27) 

ternary adjustable interaction pa~ameters based on 

the four-body interaction approach, eqn.(1.30) 

. -1 
density _g mL , eqn.(1~8) 

density. a.t the critical temp·erature 

predicted derrs~tj, e~n.(l.66) 

-1 saturated liquid density g mL , eqn.(l.56) 

reduced density, eqn.(l.61) 

surface tension, eqn.(l.l) 

volume fraction, eqn.(l.26) 

specified constant for each compound, eqn.(1.62) 

acentric factor, eqn.(l.56) 
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